
When you see CleanCabCleanCab™™ on an elevator

Introducing CleanCab™ by GAL - Proven. Safe. Effective.

you know  
it’s safe to travel

CleanCab™ is a new cab purification device featuring ActivePure® T echnology.  
Designed to proactively seek and eliminate SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes 
COVID-19, and over 99% of other airborne and surface pathogens, this exclusive 
Certified Space Technology provides elevator passengers with the confidence  
to travel safely again.

 ActivePure® T echnology.



Clean air.  
Clean surfaces.  
Proven technology.

NASA Certified 
Technology

CleanCab™ uses ActivePure® 
Technology, derived from 
NASA Technology used 

on the International Space 
Station. It’s the only Space 

Technology Hall of Fame and 
Certified Space Technology 

worldwide in its class.

Destroys 99% of 
Pathogens

CleanCab™ is unlike 
traditional filtration systems 

in that it’s proven to 
proactively seek out and 

eliminate SARS-CoV-2, the 
virus that causes COVID-19, 
and over 99% of airborne 
and surface contaminants.

The CleanCab™  
Science

CleanCab™ uses patented 
technology to pull oxygen 

and water molecules through 
the air into the system, 

creating powerful oxidizers 
engineered to seek and 

destroy airborne and surface 
pathogens in the cab.

Easy to  
Install

CleanCab™ is easy-to-install, 
vandal-resistant, safe, cost-
effective, easy-to-maintain, 

and works quickly and 
quietly in real-time, providing 

a safe and reliable cab for 
your tenants and guests.

24/7  
Protection

CleanCab™ continuously 
cleans and protects air and 

surfaces 24 hours a day, 
proactively destroying 

pathogens, with a proven 
reduction rate of over 99.9% 

of airborne SARS-COV-2 
within 3 minutes.

Better  
for you

CleanCab™ is the mark 
of safe elevator travel. 

Unmatched by any other 
device for quick elimination 

of COVID-19 and other 
pathogens, it’s the safest 
and most effective cab 

purification device  
on the market. 

Find out more at: gal.com/cleancab
Email our sales team sales@gal.com

Or call us today on 1 877 425-7763

Backed by Vantage  
A Name You Can Trust
Vantage companies have been 
providing safe and effective elevator 
components for over 100 years.

 ● Engineered specifically  
for elevators

 ● Features the same air purification 
technology as NASA

 ● Employs technology found in FDA 
Class II Cleared Medical Device 

 ● FDA approved and CSA certified 
for elevators

 ● Actively seeks out pathogens 
rather than just filtering for them

 ● Proven to seek and destroy over 
99% of contaminants 

 ● Quick elimination of COVID-19 and 
a wide range of pathogens

 ● Neutralizes allergy and asthma 
triggering contaminants

 ● Continuous disinfection 24/7/365

 ● No chemicals, ozone, or 
byproducts

 ● Safe and effective in the air and on 
surfaces

 ● Superior, proven technology 
backed by 95 years of history 

 ● Made in the USA

CleanCab™ lets 
you ride with 
confidence.

CleanCab™, the new air and surface purifier 
designed specifically for elevators and offered 
exclusively by GAL, utilizes the most powerful air 
and surface purification technology ever created. 
Harnessing the power of ActivePure® T echnology, 
found in FDA Class II Cleared Medical Devices 
trusted in hospitals, homes, and sports 
facilities, the CleanCab™ brand instantly 
tells passengers it’s safe to travel.

 ActivePure® T echnology.


